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“Children are like buds in a garden & should be carefully & lovingly nurtured, as 

they are the future of our nation and the citizens of tomorrow” 

 

Dear Mums, Dads, Grandmas and Grandpas 

Hope you are all well and have had a great week! 

This week‟s sedra is Parshas Shelach Lecho.  From the sedra we spoke to the children about the 12 spies; 

men whom Moshe sent to Israel in order to report back to about the land.  The Jewish people did not know 

what Israel would be like and so were nervous to go.  They did not trust Hashem that Israel would be as 

amazing as He said! The spies reported back that Israel was a scary place! We discussed with the children 

that the spies told them that giants lived in Israel! The children especially like the idea that the spies said 

that there were ginormous fruits in Israel, which needed lots of people to carry each one.  The spies made 

the Jews scared to go to Israel and spoke unkindly about Israel.  We also spoke briefly about the mitzvah of 

tuition which is mentioned in the sedra and also challah.  There were certainly lots to talk about! 

Monday: As we are all mostly aware The Early Years Foundation Stage encourages young children to learn 

and develop through their play.  So today we combined „messy play‟ with „role play.‟ We all used our 

imaginations and we came up with the idea of all being builders and all our little girls enjoyed this one too! 

The children took in turns and worked beautifully together to transfer building blocks (our pretend bricks) 

from a bucket into a wheel barrow, then wheel the wheel barrow up at an angle on a wooden plank, then 

tip their wooden blocks into a box, (our pretend skip) then take in turns to collect more blocks to wheel up 

the ramp and pour into the box. Then we used shaving foam (our pretend cement) and the children 

manipulated it using their hands and they all absolutely loved getting their hands messy. Then with brushes 

they started to “cement” the wall!  

The children had vast opportunities to build on their gross motor skills through lifting, pushing and 

passing. Their balancing skills were fully tested through wheeling the wheel barrow up the wooden plank 

and their fine motor skills exercised through holding and working with the shaving foam and brushes. This 

was all in addition to generating their creative, social, communication and imaginative skills that messy play 

and role play provide! CHILDREN! WHAT GREAT TEAM WORK!  

Tuesday: As a coincidence considering this week‟s sedra, the children have continued to make beautiful 

pictures showing the yummy and very big special fruits of Israel (which the spies talked about.)  The 

children all showed great motor skills in trying to cut out the fruits and then decorated them beautifully 

with lots of sparkly colours and imaginative colouring! Whilst carrying out this creative craft, a few of the 

lovely comments made were “these grapes are the biggest ever!” and “I love pomegranates”.  We agree 

with all the children and CHILDREN - WE LOVE YOUR PICTURES!!!  
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The children practiced using scissors by cutting pieces of paper, which helps to enhance their fine motor 

movements and which teaches them to develop control and coordination; consequently they learn how to 

handle certain items that require control of all their smaller muscles.  

Wednesday: It‟s Wednesday, which means it‟s „Show & Tell‟ which is so exciting for the children! They all 

are so eager to get up and show off their item but at the same time waited so patiently for their turn whilst 

listening to what their friends have bought in so WELL DONE CHILDREN!  

Today on show we had: Peppa Pig tambourine and a Peppa box of books  “it makes a noise and my box 

has 5 books”, a cat in the hat book “the cat‟s funny”, a lip shaped whistle “I do it in my mouth”, Angry Birds 

baseball cap “It‟s Alijahs”, a teddy bear “he‟s called Teddy and he goes to bed with me”, bubbles “we blow 

it, lots of bubbles”, a beautiful peach coloured hair bow “I wore it at the wedding because I was a 

bridesmaid, I went with my mummy” a bag full of sea shells “Mummy and Daddy helped me pick them. The 

one at the bottom is tiny”, a plush dog “Simba, play with him in bed”, princess mules “Dorothy‟s shoes” 

from the Wizard of Oz…AMAZING!!!! Fireman Sam stickers, a Mickey Mouse keyring, a key ring “Dolphin 

Dolly, he eats pomegranates”, The Hungry Caterpillar book “caterpillar, hungry, apples, butterfly WELL 

DONE!!! An inflatable fighter jet “It‟s from America and it‟s fast!” A plush lion teddy bear “I‟ve got a teddy 

that I sleep with and he makes a ROAR noise” a lovely book called Peace at Last “mummy reads it” and our 

youngest was proud to show off his 4x4 toy car and his Thomas the Tank Engine train! OH CHILDREN, 

WHAT LOVELY DESCRIPTIONS AND SPEECH!!!  

Thursday: Today we wanted to celebrate and foster children‟s mark making. So today we stuck large sheets 

of paper on the floor.  Through their marks they are communicating their ideas, expressing their feelings 

and developing their imagination and creativity. Their marks represent what they are thinking and 

imagining and this is proven through their communication and speech. For example: What we see as a 

scribble drawn in blue a child will tell us “blue star”.  We gave them paints, colouring pencils, dabbers and 

sponges to work with. One girl was dabbing away with a spongy scouring pad and she shouted 

“Spongebob!”. One boy was going round and round with a brush and when an adult said “Wow, that looks 

so interesting, what lovely circles” He simply replied “The World”. Therefore, clearly this particular child 

showed that he had the skills to paint a clear representation of “The World”. When children are able to 

represent what they are drawing or painting, freely,  they are showing confidence to develop their own 

ideas without the restrictions of „getting it right‟. CHILDREN‟S MARK MAKING AND SCRIBBLES ETC ARE 

NEVER RANDOM, IT IS WHAT THEY ARE THINKING…WELL DONE CHILDREN!! 

Friday: Mummy & Daddy Shabbos today are: Talia P and Jake L 

Book of the Week: Cuddly Dudley (Jez Alborough) 

Please parents…We are still awaiting lots more photographs of your children with their Daddy.  If 

you can please bring in by next week the latest. Thank you. 

Hope you all have a wonderful and relaxing Shabbos. 

The TLC Team 

Tracy, Becky, Rochelle, Nicole, Naomi and Rachel. 


